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Warm greetings to all~ 

I hope you're having fun with LCN activities and everything else you're doing during these hot 
days of summer—or cool and brisk days if you happen to be in the southern hemisphere! 

I'm hearing good things about the LCN meetings. Thank you, each of you Local Chapter 
Volunteers—LCN Leaders, Regional and Country Coordinators, and the LCN Leadership 
Council, for everything you're doing! Through your service and caring, people in communities 
throughout the world now have the opportunity to gather, and to discuss, experience, and 
better understand this thing called Consciousness!  As a result of your efforts thousands more 
are realizing TMI's vision and mission. Blessings to you all. 

TMI is charging forward in a number of ways and I thought you might enjoy a brief update on 
happenings here at the "Mother Ship," as some fondly call TMI's home base in Virginia. You 
may already be aware of the significant effort and investment made in our new website and 
marketing endeavors to fulfill Bob's objective to "get it out there."  We've also introduced a 
number of new programs, including: 

• Scott Taylor's Near Death Experience 

• Tom Campbell's My Big Toe (MBT)  

• Event Horizon, a SAM (Spatial Angle Modulation™) program designed and trained by Bob 
Holbrook and Marinda Stopforth, along with Natalie Sudman 

• Winter Robinson's and Larry Burk's Medical Intuition and Symbolic Diseases, which in 2016 
will be a 5-day/6-night program, instead of a weekend course.  

• Patty Ray Avalon's weekend program, Positively Ageless, her 5-day Energy Body program, 
and her new, creative touches to Creativity Unleashed 

• Andrea Berger's Taking Care of Business—A Balancing Act, taking TMI to the corporate 
world  

• William and Susan Buhlman's weekend retreat, Destination: Higher Self. 



We're also very excited about our first e-Learning program, the Gateway Experience®, an 
online interactive course based on the Gateway Voyage®. Thanks to the educational design 
and training skills of Andrea Berger, G.E. Wave I online students learn to successfully attain 
and explore various dimensions of consciousness from their homes via computer and 
telephone. The next Wave I, and subsequent Wave II, courses begin on Monday, August 24th, 
with Waves III through VI following toward the end of this year and the beginning of 2016. You 
can learn more about it here: www.monroeinstitute.org/E-Learning%20Programs. We will be 
introducing further e-Learning programs (like Patty Ray Avalon's Developing Intuition) within 
the next few months. 

TMI research director Jim Lane recently completed our second online SAM study designed to 
determine if there were greater relaxation benefits with SAM-bedded music compared to the 
same musical piece without SAM. Though the results of this survey did not show distinct 
differences between the two, we continue to hear from program participants and listeners of 
our SAM CDs that their experiences with SAM result in deep relaxation, often accompanied by 
sharply focused states of attention. We're planning further SAM studies and Jim will be doing 
other research with us as well, so stay tuned! 

We have just re-introduced four musical downloads composed by Csaba Szatvari, which TMI 
technology director Bob Holbrook bedded with the upgraded SAM version 2.0. They are 
Abundance, Central Core, Chakra Attunement, and Eternity. We'll have another SAMusic™ 
CD/download by Peter Cayuga within the next couple of months, along with works by new 
composers whom we'll introduce next quarter. In addition, Bob just completed the Spanish 
version of the Exploration 27 program, so for those of you Gateway and Guidelines/Lifeline 
program graduates in Spain who have wanted to take X27, heads-up! 

On the facilities front—  

We've been enhancing a number of the CHEC units with new mattresses and pillows.  

Video viewing has been raised to a new level! There are new flat screen TVs at the Nancy 
Penn Center and in both the cabin and white carpet room up at Roberts Mountain Retreat. 
Hello PowerPoint presentations and good-bye flip charts!  

Happily, the control room at NPC is in its final stage of being upgraded.  

We still need a new water tank for NPC, for which we're seeking funding, so if you know of 
anyone who would like to underwrite this worthy project, please send him or her to us!  

That's it for now. Once again, many thanks for your vital role in the growth of the LCN. As Bob 
used to say, "See you in 12!"  



With warmest wishes, Scooter  

Nancy H. McMoneagle 
President and Executive Director  
The Monroe Institute  
www.monroeinstitute.org  

 

 


